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 1. Dissertation Title (If in English, add the Japanese translation.) 
        Carrier Lifetime Evaluation and Magnetic Field Distribution Mapping          
               Using Terahertz Emission from Semiconductors                      
  (半導体からのテラヘルツ放射を利用したキャリア寿命評価と磁場分布マッピング)              
                                                                                    
 2. Abstract (Roughly 2,000 Japanese characters or 800 English words) 
    This dissertation introduces two novel techniques to help further advance research 
and development in the fields of Semiconductor Physics and Terahertz (THz) Science. The 
two techniques are implemented using THz radiation from semiconductors and with THz 
time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) as the basic setup.                                
    In this dissertation, “double optical pump” technique in terahertz time-domain 
emission spectroscopy (DOP THz-TDES) is presented as an alternative method to 
evaluate the photo-excited carrier lifetime in semiconductors at room temperature. 
Unlike other optical pump-probe THz generation experiments, the DOP technique does 
not necessitate external electrical bias to the semiconductor samples, thus, allowing less 
complications in the setup and in the carrier transport dynamics. In terms of relative ease 
in optical alignment, this technique has the advantage over the commonly employed 
optical pump-probe transient photo-reflectance technique and the optical pump-THz 
probe scheme. DOP THz-TDES was implemented in the evaluation of carrier lifetimes in 
low temperature-grown gallium arsenide (LT-GaAs). LT-GaAs is a practical test sample 
because it is currently considered as the ideal semiconductor substrate material for the 
fabrication of photoconductive emitter and detector devices, which are common key 
components in many THz-TDS systems. The carrier lifetime values deduced from DOP 
THz emission decay curves are in agreement with the data obtained from 
photo-reflectance measurements on the same LT-GaAs samples grown at 250 ºC and 310 
ºC. The significance of this research is that the THz emission with double optical pump    
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technique at room temperature and in reflection excitation geometry was effectively 
demonstrated as a convenient alternative tool to the more standard transient 
photo-reflectance. The DOP THz-TDES may also be employed to investigate carrier 
lifetimes in other semiconductor surface emitters.                                      
    The other technique presented in this dissertation is a THz emission-based method to 
map external magnetic field distribution. It is a novel non-destructive evaluation (NDE) 
approach which exploits magnetically-induced enhancement of THz emission from 
semiconductors as a tool for mapping magnetic field distribution. The feasibility of this 
technique was demonstrated using a standard THz-time domain spectroscopy setup and 
indium antimonide (InSb) as probe semiconductor for different points of an external 
magnetic field. The variations in enhanced THz surface emission from InSb was 
systematically measured in the presence of a relatively inexpensive weak permanent 
magnet. Based on the results, this THz emission-based magnetic field distribution 
mapping technique is a promising stand-alone or complementary tool to existing 
electromagnetic imaging applications, which include magneto-optic imaging (MOI). The 
development of a THz-MOI system would be useful in the contactless detection and 
recording of defects.                                                               
                                            
                                             
                                            
                                             
                                             
                                             
                                            
                                                                                          
                                             
                                             
                                             
                                            
                                                                                           
                                            
                                                                                           
 
